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the newest addition to the ever-growing evergreen of video games in the shape of farming simulator 17. the game allows you to spend your time indoors or out tending to the land. this is far from a simple farming game however, as the player must oversee the growth and productivity of their crops, animals, and crops. as your farm grows,
youll be charged with the task of keeping your farm attractive to potential buyers. youll also be tasked with meeting the demands of your clients, who arent as happy with you as they were when you were first starting out. this is the game that started it all. it is the first video game that introduced the concept of "micro-transactions". the
game has no single player story mode. instead, players spend their time playing through the game in a player versus player environment. the goal of the player is to destroy the other players' economy by stealing all their resources. the player whose economy is the most destroyed wins the game. its not without its share of criticism, but
the micro-transaction model has allowed hundreds of thousands of players to play games that would not otherwise be possible due to the lack of funding, something that is now spreading to other games. if youre looking for a game that can do some serious damage to your social skills, then 3ds gaming is a must. this is a game where you

place yourself in the shoes of an assassin. youll go about your job of murdering the rich and famous using the 3ds system. why would you want to do this? well, theres a reason why youd want to be an assassin, and that is, of course, money. 3ds isnt just a game about killing, but also about financial gain. 3ds features a slider for each
character that gives players the ability to set the difficulty level, which in turn determines the wealth of your targets. the higher the slider, the easier it is to execute the kill. this is a game for the hardcore.
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world of warcraft is one of the largest and best-known games on the market today. although the game has seen many updates and expansions over the years, it is still considered one of the best mmos on the market, and has played host to some truly spectacular moments in the history of wow. theres a story reason for this, of course: the
player is free to forge their own storyline, and the game provides a great depth of options for customizing your character. the gaming world is a big one, and there are still plenty of adventuring opportunities for players to take on. in fact, there are even guilds specifically tailored to training novices to the sometimes-confusing world of

mmo gameplay. the great escape is a game of strategy and tactics, pitting a group of players against a team of other players in a series of races. while some might call this a sport, the term doesnt quite describe the dynamic of the game. racing in the great escape is more like a game of cat and mouse. instead of flying in a straight line,
each player must navigate their go-kart through a series of dangerous obstacles. players can bounce off walls, blow out tyres, and crash, but they must also make sure that theyre always speeding in the direction they want to go. if theyre going too fast, theyll spin out, and if theyre going too slow theyll crash. theres simply no room for
error. overwatch is a team-based shooter game with a focus on objective-based play. the player is assigned a variety of roles and objectives to accomplish, such as defending a point or pushing a payload. many of these objectives have a time limit, which will decrease with the damage the enemy team has dealt. however, the objective
also has a health pool which can be decreased by taking damage. theres also several secondary objectives that are optional for the player. when they are completed, they will increase the player's score, and often, the enemy team's score. the core of overwatch revolves around team work and tactics, and its a brilliant example of that.
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